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We've crossed some boundaries in this issue, out 

of our normal territory of prose composed by English 
teachers on serious subjects, into poetry and frivoliti 
by teachers and students. We'd like to continue print 
ing works of the Imagination and Fancy by our col
leagues and their students, wherever they can be 
interspersed. 

TEACHING ENGLISH TO DISADVANTAGED 
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS 

Ry JOIIN ZILL/AX 
Milton Academy, Milton, Massachusetts 

There are a number of terms used to describe the 
type of student I refer to in m~ ~itle, ~n~ ~11 of 
them seem misleading. "Underprivileg~d, . Di~advant-

d " "Culturally Deprived" everything implies that age, . . ' . these students have missed something that
1

the_perso~ 
The articles on teaching the "disadvantaged" and signing the term, has not. What he hasn t missed is 

the talented are related, if only tangentially, to ~~e advantage and privilege of a white midd~e class 
the FORUM reports. Most of the complaints about sma11 • ulture. What the terms imply, therefore, is that 
schools add up to "disadvantagement," for which the ,c ople who 'don, t have the advantages of a white middle pe " . d proposed solution is commonly "consolidation." We've class culture are accordingly deprive . 
heard a lot about the disadvantages over the past 
few years, not much about the advantages. We'd like 
to print some comments on both sides. 

of course there is much truth in this .. There is 
no need to itemize the social, po~itic~l, and economic 
advantages of belonging to the whit~ mi~dle class. 

We appeal to our readers for at least one alter- Educationally, however, the assumption is da~gerous. 
native to satisfy all of our disquietude with the It leads one to suppose that if he takes a disadvant-
term "disadvantaged." For that matter, the students ~aged child out of his subcultural environment and . 
a~ the Twin City Institute for Talented Youth t~itched gives him the full benefit of a middle cl~ss education, 
with some embarrassment whenever they were publicly then everything will be better for the child. 
addressed under that complimentary rubric. Surely 
the profession of Ehglish teachers has here the moti~ 
vation and the authority to create some new semanti
cally and aesthetically satisfying terms. Are we 
waiting for TimeMag to lead us? 

This positive supposition underlies most of the , 
1summer programs for the disadvantaged that I know a?out, 
and it was the original cornerstone of the program in 
which I served as English Chairman at Carleton College 
last summer. This program is called Project ABC (A_ 

The McKnight Education Fund English Awards will 'Better Chance). The same supposition was the genesis 
be directed this year towards recognizing creative of a program that I shall be serving as Director at 
instruction by elementary school language arts teachers.Milton Academy this coming summer. This is c~lled t~e 
The MCTE will participate in administering the Awards ,Educational Enrichment Program, and I shall discuss_it 
program; a more detailed announcement will be made later. I shall start with the ABC program because in 
shortly. ,it the change of en~ironment is dramatically clear, _ 

and because it was here that I became aware of problems 
1facing programs like this. Next issue the Journal focus will be on teaching 

the Humanities. Well-organized as we would like to 
pretend we are, 
selves as alert 
articles-on the 
of March. 

we would also like to represent our
and receptive to any unanticipated 
subject that reach us by the beginning 

Project ABC is a near-perfect expression of the 
American Dream. Backed by private funds and supported 
by the best private boarding scho~ls in the country~ 
it is the aim of the project to discover talented dis
advantaged children (ISTSP: Independent School~ Talent 

.Search Program) and to place them in me~ber priva~e 
'schools for a two to four year stay until graduation. 
The ABC summer programs (Carleton, Dartmouth, and 
Williams last year) are designed as a bridge between 


